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Abstract-The goal of this paper is to provide a Lyapunov 
statement and proof of the recent nonlinear small-gain 
theorem for interconnected input/state-stable (ISS) systems. 
An ISS-Lyapunov function for the overall system is obtained 
from the corresponding Lyapunov functions for both the 
subsystems. Copyright @ 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd. 

1. Introduction 
The notion of nonlinear gains has recently been acknow- 
ledged as being of interest by a number of authors. Its use in 
generalizing the classical small- (finite-) gain theorem for 
nonlinear feedback systems was pointed out by Hill (1991) 
and Mareels and Hill (1992) within the input-output context. 
A similar idea of nonlinear gains was also introduced in the 
independent work of Sontag (1989, 1990, 1995) in a 
state-space setting. Recently, Jiang et al. (1994) have 
combined the idea of nonlinear gains from the above two 
different areas and established an L, version of the nonlinear 
small-gain theorem in which the role of the initial conditions 
is made explicit and asymptotic stability (in the Lyapunov 
sense) for the internal states is included. Related results and 
applications of the nonlinear small-gain theorem in nonlinear 
robust stability and nonlinear stabilization have been pursued 
by Jiang (1993), Praly and Jiang (1993), Jiang et al. (1994), 
Praly and Wang (1994), Jiang and Mareels (1995), Tee1 and 
Praly (19%) and Lin et al. (1996). These studies are based on 
the concept of gain functions. It is well known that Lyapunov 
functions play an important role in the analysis and design of 
nonlinear dynamical systems, and it is therefore natural to 
ask whether these nonlinear small-gain results can be derived 
using Lyapunov-like arguments. 

In this paper, we report on some preliminary results in this 
direction. Our main contribution is to establish a 
Lyapunov-type nonlinear small-gain theorem whose proof 
relies upon the construction of appropriate Lyapunov 
functions. 

The layout of the paper is as follows. We start with some 
mathematical preliminaries in which we introduce the basic 
definitions and recall some results. The main result is stated 
and illustrated in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the proof 
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of the main result. We conclude in Section 5. The appendix 
contains some technical lemmas used in the main proof. 

2. Mathematical preliminaries 
2.1. Notation. We employ 1.1 to denote the usual Euclidean 

norm for vectors and Ii.11 to denote the L, norm for time 
functions. For a real-valued differentiable function V. VV 
stands for its gradient. xT is the transpose of the vector 
x E W”. 

2.2. ISpS-Lyapunov functions. Before stating our main 
theorem in Section 3, we introduce in this section some 
stability notions and some basic results. 

Consider the following controlled dynamical system: 

i =f(x, u), (I) 

where x E KY’, u E Rm, and f: W” X R” --+ R” is a locally 
Lipschitz map. Controls are measurable essentially bounded 
functions from Iw, to R”. 

Recall that a function y: R+-+ Iw, is of class SC if it is 
continuous, strictly increasing and y(O) = 0. It is of class x_ 
if, in addition, it is unbounded. A function p: R, x R, + R, 
is of class xz if, for each fixed t, the function p(., t) is of 
class SC and, for each fixed s, the function p(s, .) is decreasing 
and tends to zero at infinity. 

DejGzition 2.1. (Jiang (1993), Jiang et al. (1994)). The system 
(1) is said to be input-to-state practically stable (ISpS) if there 
exist a function p of class x2, a function y of class X and a 
nonnegative constant d such that, for each initial condition 
x(O) and each measurable essentially bounded control u(.) 
defined on [0, a), the solution x(.) of the system (1) exists on 
[0, m) and satisfies 

I~~~~l~~~l~~~~l,~~+r~ll~ll~+~ Vr>O (2) 

When (2) is satisfied with d = 0, the system (1) is said to be 
input-to-stare stable (ISS), a notion originally introduced by 
Sontag (1989, 1990). 

Definition 2.2. A smooth (i.e. C”) function V is said to be an 
ISpS-Lyapunou function for the system (1) if 

l V is proper, positive-definite, that is, there exist functions 
I/Q, & of class .‘YC% such that 

ILdkl) 5 v(xMz(lxl) v.r E R”: (3) 

l there exist a positive-definite function a, a class X function 
x and a nonnegative constant c such that the following 
implication holds: 

0x1 OX + c)JVVGlf(4 u) 5 -4lN). (4) 

When (4) holds with c =O, V is called an ISS-Lyapunou 
function for the system (1). 

Remark 2.1. Observe that this definition is slightly different 
from the original definition proposed by Sontag and Wang 
(1995a) in that a is only required to be positive-definite 
rather than class x as in Sontag and Wang (1995a). The 
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equivalence of both definitions can be shown, see also 
Remark 4.2 in Lin er al. (19%). 

Remark 2.2. One can define the ISpS-Lyapunov function in 
a slightly different way. Instead of requiring that (4) hold for 
V, one asks that the following hold for V: 

VV(x)f(x, u) 5 -a(V(x)) + 0(lul) + d (5) 

for some functions a E K, 13 E X and some constant d ~0. 
Correspondinalv, one asks for d = 0 in (5) for V to be an 
ISS-Lyapuno; function. 

\ , 

It is immediate that the system (1) admits an ISpS- 
(respectively ISS-) Lyapunov function satisfying (3) and (4) 
if and only if it admits an ISpS- (respectively ISS-) 
Lyapunov function satisfying (3) and (5) (cf. Sontag and 
Wang, 1995a). 

Recently, the equivalence between the ISpS property and 
the existence of an ISpS-Lyapunov function was shown by 
Sontag and Wang (1995b), i.e. the following was proved. 

Proposition 2.1. The system (1) is ISpS (respectively ISS) if 
and only if it has an ISpS- (respectively ISS-) Lyapunov 
function. 

3. Main result 
The main purpose of this section is to derive a 

Lyapunov-type nonlinear small-gain theorem, rather than the 
gain-functions-based small-gain theorem as in Jiang (1993) 
and Jiang et al. (1994), for interconnected systems: 

f, =fih,x2, u,), (6) 

i2 =Mx,, x2, u2), (7) 

where, for i = 1,2, xi E I?‘#, ui E RYi, and ff: R”I X Fin2 x 
R"J+ R"g is locally Lipschitz. 

Assume that, for i = 1,2, there exists an ISpS-Lyapunov 
function v for the xi subsystem such that the following hold: 

(i) there exist functions &,, Jl12 E Y& such that 

cliltlxil) s W.(xi) s #iZ!(lxil) vxi E R"i; (8) 

(ii) there exist functions ai E s%, xi, yi E % and some 
constant c, 2 0 such that. 

Wt)~maxCrdV,(x2)h Y&I)+cJ 

implies 

~v,(X,Wl,X2,~1) 5 -@lwd, (9) 

and V&z) 2 max tiz(V&)), ~2(1~21) + ~21 implies 

Wx2M2(x1, x2> u2) 5 -f32(V2). (10) 

In the following, we shall give a nonlinear small-gain 
condition under which an ISpS-Lyapunov function for the 
interconnected system (6), (7) may be expressed in terms of 
ISpS-Lyapunov functions for the two subsystems. 

Theorem 3.1. Assume that, for i = 1,2, the xi subsystem has 
an ISpS-Lyapunov function 6 satisfying (8)-(10). If there 
exists some cg s 0 such that 

xi 0x2@) <r Vr > CO (11) 

then the interconnected system (6), (7) is ISpS. Furthermore, 
if cO=c, =c2 =0 then the system is ISS. In particular, the 
zero solution of (6), (7) with no input (i.e. u = 0) is globally 
asymptotically stable. 

Remark 3.1. The condition (11) is equivalent to 

x20x1(r) < r Vr > Co, 

where F,, 2 0, and Co = 0 if and only if c0 = 0. 

(12) 

Proo$ Assume that (11) holds. Define 

C;, = sup {r :x20x1(r) 2 r}. (13) 

First note that, with (ll), we have 

X2oxdr) < r Vr E ti2hJ~ x2(m)). (14) 

It follows from this that C0~x2(c0). Therefore (12) follows 
from (13) readily. 

By symmetry, one knows that if (12) holds then (11) holds 
with c,,~x,(~e). 0 

Remark 3.2. If V, and Vr are ISpS-Lyapunov functions for 
subsystems satisfying (8), and 

VV&i)f(xi, ~2~4)~ -adV&d) 

+ @#‘2(x2)) + WJ,I) + d,, (15) 

WG~(XI, 12, ~2) 5 -a2(Wx2)) 

+ W’I(X,)) + Wu2l) + d2 (16) 

for some a, E ?I& ef, 6j’ E X and di 2 0 (i = 1,2) then xi and 
x2 can be chosen as 

X,(r) = a;‘o(Id + &)0@(r) 

X2(r) =az’o(Id + a)“&(r) 

for any E >O, where Id stands for the identity function: 
Id(r) = r for all r. Thus the condition (11) becomes that 
there exist E > 0 and r, 2 0 such that 

a;‘o(Id+e)o@~a;‘~(Id+.s)~8;(r)<r Vrzre. (17) 

Corollary 3.1. If, for i = 1,2, v is an ISpS-Lyapunov 
function of the xi subsystem satisfying (8), (15) and (16) with 

8;(s) = Kla26), 65(s) = K2al(S) 

for some K, > 0 and ~~ > 0 then the condition (17) is satisfied 
if KI K2 < 1. So the conchision of Theorem 3.1 holds. 

Note that Corollary 3.1 may be seen as an extension of 
Theorem 1 of GrujiC and Siljak (1973) in the case of two 
subsystems. Also note that, in this case, the composite 
functions h,V,(x,) + h2V2(xZ) form a family of smooth 
ISpS-Lyapunov functions for the overall system, provided 
that h,>O, A,>Oand hl~,<h2<hl/K2. 

Remark 3.3. It is interesting to note that the condition (11) is 
very similar to the so-called nonlinear small-gain conditions 
utilized in Jiang (1993), Jiang et al. (1994) and Tee1 and Praly 
(1996). In fact, in our case, xi or a;‘o(Id + a) 0 6 
(respectively x2 or a;’ o(Id + E) 06) may be seen as an 
input-output gain (Jiang ef al., 1994; Jiang and Mareels, 
1995) for the x, (respectively x2) subsystem with V2 
(respectively V,) as input and V, (respectively V,) as output. 

In order to illustrate the usefulness of Theorem 3.1 in 
testing the global asymptotic stability of nonlinear systems, 
we give an elementary example. 

Example 3.1. Consider the three-dimensional nonlinear 
system 

it = -21 + 2:22, 

i2 = -22 - 2722 + z:. (18) 

& = -z: + 0.5 lz,l? 

Let xi = (zi z2)T and x2 = z3. As can be checked directly, 
V,(x,)= $z: + :z$ is an ISS-Lyapunov function for the 
xi subsystem of (18) with x2 as input and gains in (4) of the 
form 

X,(r) =8r2 
3-28, 

for sufficiently small si >O. Also, V2(x2) = Ix; is an 
ISS-Lyapunov function for the x2 subsystem of (18) with xi 
as input and gains in (4) of the form 

p/3 

x2(r) = (4 P 
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for sufficiently small .s2 > 0. A simple calculation shows that 
there exist sufficiently small E, >O and sr>O such that 
x,0x2(r) <r for all r >O; namely the condition (11) holds 
with c,, = 0. Therefore it follows from Theorem 3.1 that the 
system (18) is globally asymptotically stable at (z,, z2, z~) = 
(0, 0,O). 

positive-definite function a, a % function y and a constant 
c s 0 such that the following implication holds: 

{V(x) 2 r(lul) + cIJVdx)f(x, u) 5 -a(V(x)) a.e. (21) 

To this purpose, we define the following sets, as shown in 
Fig. 1: 

4. Proof of Theorem 3.1 
To simplify the proof of Theorem 3.1, the following 

observation is useful. 

Lemma 4.1. For any x,, x2, c, and c2 satisfying (9) and (lo), 
if (11) holds with cc > 0 then we can always choose 2,) ,f2, El 
and Z2 such that (9) and (10) are satisfied and (11) holds with 
S,, = 0. In addition, E, = &r = 0 if c,, = c, = c2 = 0. 

4 = {(XI, ~2) : W2) < &h))h 

B = I@,, x2) : W2) ’ WlW)~~ 

r = {(Xl, x2) : v,(x,) = aW(x,))I. 

Now fix any point p = (p,, p2) # (0, 0), and a control value 
v = (u,, ur). There are three cases. 

Proof L.et c* = 2c,, and pick any X_ function z2 with the 
property that R2(r) =x2(r) for all r ZC*, and x, of*(r) <r 
for all r > 0 (this is always possible, because x,0R2(r) = 
x, o&r) < r for all r 2 c*). With the new gain function f2, it 
holds that x2(r) smaxB2(r), x2(c*)}. By (lo), it follows 
that VW2)f2(XIr ~2. u) 5 -d’d whenever V2(x2) z 
max(R2(V,(x,)), ~2h42l) + C21, where E2 = c* + x2(c*) = 
c2 + x2Gw. 

Defining 2, =x, and E, = c, completes the proof. 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the light of Lemma 4.1, we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that c0 = 0 in (11). Denote 

Case 1. p E A. In this case, V(X,,.Q) = u(V,(x,)) in a 
neighborhood of p, and consequently 

VV(p)f(p, u) = u’(V,(p l)wl(Pllfi(Pl~ P2, Vl). (22) 

For P E A, it holds that V2(p2) < u(V,(p,)), and therefore 
V,(p,) >x,(V2(p2)). This then implies 

vvI(Pllfi(Pl,P21 v,)s -o,(V,(p,)) 

whenever V,(p,) z y,(lu,l) + c,. It follows from this that, for 
p ~4, 

b = lim X,(r) 
I--r (19) 

(note that b = m if x, E X). Then x;’ is defined on [0, b), 
X;‘(r)-+ m as r-+ b-, and 

VV(P)f(P, u)S -~lW(P)) (23) 

whenever V(p)~u(y,()u,() + c,, where 6, is a positive- 
definite function given by 

S,(s) = u’(u-‘(s))a,(u-‘(s)) VS >O. (24) 

We now let 

X2(r) <x;‘(r) Vr E (0, b). 9,(r) = u(y,(r + cl)) - u(y,(c~))~ 

Now we let 2, be a function of 5% such that and let c^, = u(y,(c,)). Then (23) becomes 

l R,(r) 5x?‘(r) for each r E [0, b); VV(p)f(p, u)S -&,(V(p))* 

l x2(r) <f,(r) for all r > 0. whenever V(p) 2 ~,(lu,l) + c^,. 

(Note that one can let a,(r) =x;‘(r) if x, E Z.) Applying 
Lemma A.1 in the Appendix to x2 and f,, one sees that 
there exists a SC, function o continuously differentiable on 
(0, QI) with o’(r) >O for all r >O such that 

x2W < 44 <i&) w>O. 

Now we define 

Case 2 p E B. Using exactly the same arguments as in Case 
1, one shows that in this case, 

VV(P)f(P> u) 55 -~2wP)) (27) 

whenever V(p) 2 y2(Iu21) + cr. 

V(x,, x2) = max bWd-Q), Wdl. (20) 

Clearly V is proper and positive-definite. Also note that 
a(V,(x,)) is locally Lipschitz on R”,\(O), and V2 is locally 
Lipschitx everywhere. It is then a standard fact that V is 
locally Lipschitx on W”\(O), where n = n, + rr2. Therefore V 
is differentiable almost everywhere (a.e.). 

Let f(r, u) = (fi(x,, x2, u,Y fz(x,,xr, ~2)~)~ and u = 
(uj’ a:)‘. In the following, we show that there exist a 

Case 3. p E f. First note that it holds for the locally Lipschitz 
function V that 

VV(p)f(p, u) = $ I,_” V(M) a.e., 

where V(I) = (q,(t), (am) is the solution of the initial-value 
problem 

&J(r) = f (df)? u), 9(O) = p. 

(25) 

(26) 

Fig. 1. Level sets A, B and r. 
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Assume p = (p , , P-J Z (0,O) is such that 

v,(P,) 2 Y,(lulo + cl? (28) 

WP2) 2 Y2(l~zl) + c2. (29) 

It then holds that 

v0,(P,))fi(P,?P2r VI) 5 -B,(V(p)L 

VVz(P2)f2(P,, P2r v2) 5 -~,(v(P)). 

Note that in this case p, # 0 and p2 # 0. Then, using the 
continuous differentiability of u, V, and V, and the continuity 
off, one sees that there exist neighborhoods Du, of p, and Q2 
of p2 such that 

v~wl(x,)Y,(~l,~2,,4 = -:ti,(V(P)), 

VW2lhh x2, u2) 5 -+2(V(P)) 

for all (x,, x2) E Q, X s. Note also that there exists 6 > 0 
such that q(t) E Q, X C for all 05 r < S. Now pick 
At E (0,s). If cp(At) E A U I then 

V(cp(Ar)) - V(P) 
= 01(cp,(At))) - ~(V,(P,)) 5 -@,(V(P)) Ai. (30) 

Similarly, if cp(Al) E B U I then 

V(cp(Ar)) - V(P) 5 -:a2(V(p)) At. 

Hence if V is differentiable at p then 

(31) 

VV(P)f(P, u) 5 -4V(p)), (32) 

where (Y(T) = min {$2,(r), $x2(r)}. Note that the assumptions 
(28) and (29) hold if V(p)? ~(1~1) +c, where y(r) = 
T,(r) + y2(r) and c = E, + c2. 

Combining (26), (27) and (32), one concludes that if V is 
differentiable at p then 

VV(P)f(P, u) 5 -a(V(p)) 

whenever V(p) 2 y(/ul) + c. 

(33) 

Since V is differentiable almost everywhere, (33) holds 
almost everywhere. Note that V will be an ISpS-Lyapunov 
function for (6) and, (7) if V is smooth. Though V is merely 
locally Lipschitz, the arguments used in the proof of the 
Claim on page 441 of Sontag (1989) are still valid to show 
that the existence of such a V implies the ISpS property. To 
make this work more self-contained, in what follows we 
prove the existence of a smooth ISpS-Lyapunov function. 

First we remark that (33) implies that if V is differentiable 
at p then 

VV(Plf(P, VI 5 -Q(P)) (34) 

whenever V(P) 2 max h(lul), 24, where n(r) = 
max{2y(r), r}. Clearly 7 is of class SC,. Introducing 
p(r) = t)-,(r), it follows from (34) that, at any point p where 
V is differentiable, 

VV(Plf(P, hw(P))) 5 --O(P)) (35) 

for all p such that V(p) 2 2c, and for all d E R” such that 
IdJ I 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that p is 
smooth (otherwise, we could always replace p by a smooth 
x function p, satisfying p,(r)sp(r) for all r 20). By 
Theorem 4 of Lin er al. (19%), we know that there exists a 
function @’ smooth on the set O:= {p : V(p) > 2c) such that 
iv(p) 5 m(p) 5 2V(p) for all p E IF’, and 

VW(PY(P, dp(V(p)) 5 -:~V(P)) (36) 

p E 0, and all Id\ 5 1. To get an ISpS-Lyapunov 
function that is smooth everywhere, one finds a smooth, 
proper and positive-definite function W such that W(p) = W 
(p) for all p such that V(p) > C for any I? > 2c. For such a 
choice of W, it holds that 

VW(p)f(p, dp(V(p)) 5 +(V(P)) (37) 

for all p such that V(p) ?c, and ail IdI 5 1, which implies 
that VW(p)f(p,u)c- -$a(V(p)) for all (p, u) such that 
V(p) zp-I(JuJ) and V(p) ?E. Since both W and V are 
positive-definite and proper, there exist a positive definite 

function (Y, a X function 7 and a constant F 2 0 such that the 
following implication holds: 

WP)~ V(lul) + cl+vw(Plf(P, u) < -TV). (38) 

Finally note that if c, = c2 = c,, = 0 then (36) holds for all 
p # 0 and all IdI 4 1. Then one can directly apply Proposition 
4.2 of Lin et al. (1996) to !@ and f to set a smooth. oroner 
and positive-definite function W such that (37) holds’for’all 
p f 0 and IdI 5 1. With this, one gets (38) with C = 0. Hence 
V and W provide ISS-Lyapunov functions for the system. 

0 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have given an alternative proof of the 

so-called nonlinear small-gain theorem for interconnected 
ISS systems by means of ISS-Lyapunov function arguments. 
An ISS-Lyapunov function for the total system is generated 
from the corresponding ISS-Lyapunov functions for the 
subsystems. The key technique was to modify appropriately 
the gain function (i.e. x in (4)) for each subsystem. It 
complements the techniques of changing supply functions in 
a differential dissipation inequality (cf. (5)) proposed in the 
recent contribution by Sontag and Tee1 (1995) for single ISS 
systems. 
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Appendix-Technical lemmas 
The following technical lemma is used in the proof of 

Theorem 3.1. 

Lemma A.l. Let u, E X and u2 E K satisfy u,(r)<ur(r) 
for all r > 0. Then there exists a X- function u such that 

l u,(r) < u(r) < us(r) for all r > 0; 

l u(r) is C’ on (0, m), and u’(r) > 0 for all r > 0. 

Before proving this lemma, we first give an intermediate 
result. 

Lemma A.2. Let p,,: [0, m) + [0, m) be a continuous function 
such that pu(O) = 0 and p,,(r) > 0 for all r > 0. Then there 
exists a continuous function p: [0, m) + [0, m) such that 

l p(r) < pa(r) for all r > 0; 

l p is C’ on (0, m), and p’(r) s 4 for all r > 0. 

Proof. We may assume that pa(r) 5 1 for all r ~0. 
Otherwise, we use min {f, p&)} to replace pa(r). Let 

or(r) = 
I 

min, +,21 PO(S) if Osrll, 

min,,Ir,,+rl PO(s) if r> 1. 

Note then that pi is not increasing on (1, a), and not 
decreasing on (0,l). Also note that p,(r) 5 PO(r) for all r Z 0, 
and p,(r - 1) c: pa(r) for all r z 1. To get the desired function 
p, we let 

i 

I 

, 
Pi(S) ds if 05r51, 

p(r)= “, 

I 
pl(s)ds if r>l. 

r-l 

It is easy to see that p is continuously differentiable, and 
p’(r) ‘p,(r) I 4 for all r >O. Observe that p(r) 5 rpr(r) 5 
PO(r) for r E [0, 1); p(r) c:pt(r - 1) Ipo(r) for r z-2. 
Furthermore, for r E (1,2), it holds that 

I 

1 

f(r) = PdS)~ + 'P,W 
r-1 I 1 

~PIWP- r) +m(l)@ - 1) 

=14)~~0+9. 

Hence p has all the desired properties. 0 

Now, we return to the proof of Lemma A.l. 

Proof of Lemma A.l. Let 

PO(r) = :[r - a;’ 0 u,(r)]. 

Then u;’ au,(r) <r - pa(r), and consequently 

u,(r) < u2(r - pa(r)) Vr > 0. 

By Lemma A.2, one knows that there exists a function p such 
that O<p(r) <pa(r) and p’(r) 5 $ for all r > 0. Again, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that p(r) 5 1 for 
all r 2 0. Now we let u(O) = 0 and 

u(r) = r 
I 

I 

p(r) r-p(r-) 
uz(s) ds Vr > 0. 

Note then that u,(r) < u2(r -p(r)) < u(r) <u*(r) for all 
r > 0. Since p is C’ on (0, m), it follows that u is C’ on (0, m), 
and 

p’(r) ’ u’(r) = -- 
p*(r) I,,,,, u2(s) * 

+ --& [u*(r) - uz(r - p(r))@ - p’(r))1 

When p’(r) 5 0, one has 

p’(r) r -- I p(r) ,-ptrj 
u2(s) ds + p’(r)uz(r - p(r)) 2 0. (39) 

If p’(r) > 0 then 

-p’(r) r I p(r) r-pcrj 
~22(s)d~ +~'(rb2@ -f-+1) 

2 -p'(r)u2@) + bWu2(r -p(r)) 

= -p'(r)b2z(r)- u2(r- dr))l, 

and therefore 

u’(r)>-&[l - dWl[~2(r) - fl2b(r))l 

‘j-$jb2(r) - u2(r - dr))l. 

Combining (39) and (40) one gets u’(r) > 0 for all r >O. 
Hence u is a strictly increasing function. To conclude that 
u E %, note that u(r)‘u2(r - l), and therefore u(r)+m 
as r+m. q 


